
Hook - Double

Thread - Fire Orange

Tag - Med Gold Oval

Tail - Red Arctic Runner

         Orange Arctic Runner

         Magenta Angel Hair

         Magenta Arctic Runner

Rib -  Oval Gold

Body - Red Seals Fur and Yellow Lite Bright mixed

Wing -  Hot Orange Arctic Fox, Orange Angel Hair

Hackle - Flame Red Cock

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Hackle - Red Badger cock
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CALVIN’S SHRIMP

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

point tying in a length of Oval Gold.  Wind the Oval 4 turns backwards to

form a tag, take the Oval between the 2 hooks and pull back towards

the head. Secure with the thread up to the head and then pull the Oval

back and bind in down to the tail, this will be the rib. Prepare a small

bunch of  Red Arctic Runner and tie in the same length as the hook. Tie

in a bunch of Orange AR on top twice the length. Tie in some Magenta

Angel hair the same length. Tie in a bunch of Magenta AR on top the

same length as the hook. Take the thread to the head binding every-

thing in. Trim the waste and return the thread to the tail. Make a mix of

Red Seals fur and Yellow Lite Bright, ratio 80/20. Dub the thread with

the mixture and wind to the head forming the body. Rib the body with

the Oval, tie in and trim off. Prepare and tie in a bunch of Hot Orange

Arctic Fox slightly longer than the hook. Tie in some strands of Orange

Angel hair the same length. Trim off the waste at a taper and bind down

tightly. Tie in a Flame Red cock hackle by the tip. Double it and wind 3

turns. The hackle should reach the hook points. Prepare a pair of Jun-

gle Cock eyes and tie in over the hackle sloping up the wing. Tie in a

dyed Red Badger cock hackle by the tip. Double it and wind 3 turns.

This should be shorter than the other hackle. Tie off and trim the waste.

Form a neat head and whip finish. Now apply several coats of thin clear

varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.




